GOOD (AFTERNOON) (EVENING) (MORNING). WELCOME TO ___(Your School Name Here) HIGH SCHOOL FOR TODAY’S CONTEST AGAINST _____(Opponent’s School Name) HIGH SCHOOL.

EDUCATIONAL ATHLETICS – INCLUDING GAMES LIKE THIS ONE - TEACH LIFETIME VALUES SUCH AS RESPECT FOR YOUR OPPONENTS, COACHES, OFFICIALS AND CLASSMATES. THERE ARE FEW BETTER PLACES THAN ATHLETIC COMPETITION TO DEMONSTRATE RESPECT FOR OTHERS. BY YOUR DEMONSTRATION OF RESPECT FOR THOSE PARTICIPATING AND WATCHING TODAY YOU UNDERSCORE THAT THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF HIGH SCHOOL COMPETITION IS THE PEOPLE INVOLVED AND NOT THE GAME ITSELF.

ONCE AGAIN, WELCOME TO ____________________________ HIGH SCHOOL AND TODAY’S GAME.

GOOD (AFTERNOON) (EVENING) (MORNING). WELCOME TO ____ (Your School Name Here) HIGH SCHOOL FOR TODAY’S CONTEST AGAINST _____(Opponent’s School Name) HIGH SCHOOL.

THE PRODUCT OF HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS IS NOT STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS, BUT THE DEVELOPMENT OF LIFETIME VALUES SUCH AS RESPECT. INTERSCHOLASTIC COMPETITION TEACHES RESPECT, NOT ONLY FOR THE GAME, BUT FOR THOSE WHO PLAY IT, COACH IT AND WATCH IT. THE LESSONS OF RESPECT EXTEND BEYOND THE PLAYING FIELD AND INTO THE CLASSROOM AND OUR DAILY LIVES.

ONCE AGAIN, WELCOME TO ____________________________ HIGH SCHOOL AND TODAY’S GAME.
GOOD (AFTERNOON) (EVENING) (MORNING). WELCOME TO (Your School Name Here) HIGH SCHOOL FOR TODAY’S CONTEST AGAINST (Opponent’s School Name) HIGH SCHOOL.

THE TWO TEAMS INVOLVED IN TODAY’S/TONIGHT’S GAME ARE MEMBERS OF THE 338-SCHOOL COLORADO HIGH SCHOOL ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATION AND ARE COMMITTED TO THE SPORTSMANSHIP GOALS OF THE CHSAA. CHSAA MEMBER SCHOOLS CHEER FOR THEIR TEAM AND NOT AGAINST THE OPPONENTS OR OFFICIALS.

THE TEAMS PLAYING TONIGHT REMIND YOU THAT SPORTING BEHAVIOR IS TAKING PRIDE IN YOUR SCHOOL, YOUR TEAM AND YOURSELF. IT IS RESPECT FOR THE SPORT OF BASKETBALL AND FOR THOSE WHO COMPETE IN IT. IT MEANS TAKING PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR KEEPING THIS GAME AT A HIGH LEVEL OF FAIR PLAY.

THIS GAME TONIGHT IS AN EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY AND BECAUSE THE COLORADO HIGH SCHOOL ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATION MEMBER SCHOOLS HAVE ESTABLISHED HIGHER BEHAVIORAL STANDARDS FOR ITS CONTESTS, WE EXPECT THOSE IN ATTENDANCE TONIGHT TO MEET THESE HIGHER STANDARDS.

THAT MAY MEAN STOPPING THIS CONTEST TO ADDRESS ANY SPORTING BEHAVIOR CONCERNS. THOSE VIOLATING THE BEHAVIOR STANDARDS OF THIS CONTEST ARE SUBJECT TO EJECTION FROM THE FACILITY. PLEASE ENJOY THE GAME WITHOUT TAunting, AND THROUGH THE POSITIVE ENCOURAGEMENT OF YOUR TEAM.

SPORTING BEHAVIOR IS APPRECIATION OF ALL PERFORMANCES AND THE GRACEFUL ACCEPTANCE OF RESULTS.

ONCE AGAIN, WELCOME TO ____________________________ HIGH SCHOOL AND TODAY’S GAME.
Special Sporting Behavior Hits (for When Crowd Acts Up)

*****************

THE SUCCESS OF HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETICS IS BASED ON THE COMPONENTS OF POSITIVE SPORTING BEHAVIOR AND RESPECT. SHOW YOUR SUPPORT FOR THE PLAYERS...AND THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF OUR OFFICIALS.

*****************

SHOW YOUR POSITIVE APPRECIATION FOR THE EFFORTS OF EVERYONE INVOLVED IN TODAY'S GAME FROM THE PLAYERS, TO THE COACHES, TO THE OFFICIALS. POSITIVE SPORTING BEHAVIOR CAN BE YOUR SCHOOL'S DEFINING MOMENT.

*****************

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, THE REASON WE PLAY THESE GAMES IS TO GIVE OUR CHILDREN AN EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE. POOR SPORTING BEHAVIOR AND TAUNTING WILL NOT BE TOLERATED. SHOW YOUR SUPPORT FOR YOUR TEAM WITH YOUR CHEERS.

*****************

CHEERS, NOT JEERS, ARE WHY THESE KIDS ARE PLAYING THE GAME. SHOW YOUR RESPECT FOR THE KIDS PLAYING BY YOUR CHEERS.

PARENTS AND ADULTS IN ATTENDANCE TODAY, WE HAVE A SPECIAL REMINDER FOR YOU: PART OF THE MISSION OF EDUCATIONAL ATHLETICS IS TO TEACH ALL STUDENTS HOW TO BEHAVE AT INTERSCHOLASTIC CONTESTS. BUT IF THEIR ADULT ROLE MODELS CANNOT ESTABLISH HIGHER STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR, WE CANNOT EXPECT OUR CHILDREN TO.
PROMOTING SPORTSMANSHIP

Announcers should make the following PSA a part of their script of announcements prior to, during, and after the game.

**PSA #1**
The score of any athletic event is generally forgotten over time, but the actions of the players, coaches and spectators are remembered. The next time you attend a high school game, think of how history will remember you. Good sports show you how to play the game. A message from the Colorado High School Activities Association, and (Your School Name Here).

**PSA #2**
Ethics, integrity and respect are values important in our daily lives. On the playing field, they are translated into the word sporting behavior. Sporting behavior is one of the strongest educational lessons and lifetime values taught by interscholastic athletics. Remember, sporting behavior - "It's the essence of the game". A message from the Colorado High School Activities Association, and (Your School Name Here).

**PSA #3**
An educational environment is critical to the success of high school athletics. An important part of that environment is planning for good sporting behavior. Without good sporting behavior on the playing field, the lessons learned lose their value. Remember the next time you attend an interscholastic event that you are really inside a classroom where good sports receive the highest grades. A message from the Colorado High School Activities Association, and (Your School Name Here).

**PSA #4**
Winning - the "Number One" syndrome - is the number one problem in interscholastic athletics. High school athletics are truly educational in nature, and among the values learned are those associated with good sporting behavior. Being number one in sporting behavior is educationally more important than being "number one." Sporting behavior - "It's the essence of the game". A message from the Colorado High School Activities Association, and (Your School Name Here).

**PSA #5**
The dictionary defines good sporting behavior as playing fair and being a good winner and loser. We often forget that it is more important to be gracious in victory. Good sporting behavior gives us a standard to follow at all times. Remember, sporting behavior - "It's the essence of the game". A message from the Colorado High School Activities Association, and (Your School Name Here).
PSA #6
A coach once wrote, "When we lose without excuses and when we acknowledge the better team, we place winning and losing in their proper perspective. That's when we find out if we can be good sports." Sporting behavior is a goal to strive for at all times, in athletics and our daily lives. Sporting behavior - "It's the essence of the game". A message from the Colorado High School Activities Association, and (Your school name here).

PSA #7
Your ticket to an interscholastic athletic event is a privilege, a privilege to watch youngsters learn on the playing field. One of the lessons taught to players is one spectators can follow as well - that of role modeling good sporting behavior. Unruly behavior is unacceptable in the classroom, and athletics are a classroom.